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GIOVANNI ZAZZERA

INDEPENDENT ARTIST - DANCER - CHOREOGRAPHER
Nationality: Italian
Address: 18, rue Theis L- 4676, Niederkorn, Luxembourg
Email: zazzera_giovanni@yahoo.fr
Phone: +352 691 702796
Website: www.zazzeragiovanni.com
Languages: Luxembourgish, French, English, German, Italian, Portugese

BIOGRAPHY
Dancer and choreographer, Giovanni Zazzera (IT / L) trained at the Conservatoire de Danse du Luxembourg and graduated with a
Higher Diploma. He continued his training in contemporary and classical dance in Brazil where he worked with companies such as
"Cia. Ama de Amarildo Casiano, co. Fernando Lima ". He continued to develop his artistry, attending various workshops and
intensives abroad (Paris, New York and Tel Aviv where he attended the "Gaga" workshop with Ohad Nahrin's Batsheva Company.)
Since 2010 he performs regularly in various projects and with various companies. (Noblet dance company (D), Jean Guillaume Weis
(L), Theater Trier (D), Co. Via Verde (F), Rhymson Danz (L), The people of Uterpan (F), Cie Polypous (F), Provisional Title (F), Kimmo
Alakunas (FIN), Hannah Ma (D), Bernard Baumgarten (L), Mirage Company (F), Moadance Company (L), Vedanza (L) BlanContact (L),
Kultur Labor Trier (D) ) ...) In 2013 he was awarded the Luxembourg Dance Prize for his many engagements.
For some years now, he has been creating his own pieces as a choreographer and in 2013 he created his first piece entitled "IF I ..."
presented at the 3CL-choreographic creation center of luxembourg (L), at the E-motional Rethinking Dance Bacau Festival (ROU), as
well as at the LOFT for the LuxFestival in Leipzig (D). Further piece followed, such as "Reverse", "TrUst", "Secrets", "Quand le silence
parle" and "Flowers grows, even in the sand", which was presented in various events and festivals such as at (TanzMainz Festival, at
the 2016 Barnes Crossing Solo / Duo festival in Köln and Tufa Trier (D), at the Juarez Machado Theater in Joinville (Brasil), Transversal
Theater in Verdun (F), Abbaye de Neumunster, 3CL, Mierscher kulturhaus , Cercle Cité and Théâtre d'Esch (L). In 2015, Giovanni
joined the artistic project "Blancontact" which unites dance and disability, taking part in 2018/19 as a choreographer alongside
Thierry Raymond. In the same year, he collaborated in the choreographic direction of the piece "ART.13", an AWA & S & P
Production, and co-choreographed with Ela Baumann a young public piece entitled "Fenrir de Riese Wollef" produced by Koplabunz.
In 2019, he participated in the choreographic creation of the play "Draussen vor der Tür" of the Kulturlabor Trier (D) and is currently
working on his new choreographic creation "Until you fall", which will be presented as a world premiere on June 5, 2019. Mierscher
Kulturhaus and the Municipal Theater of Esch sur Alzette (L).
Giovanni regularly gives workshops in contemporary dance, contact dance and improvisation. He is also involved in the board of
directors of ASPRO, an association for the defence of the rights of artists in Luxembourg and active member of Koplabunz.
Multidisciplinary,in his artistic approach, he aspires to explore the world of dance through sharing and the artistic message, thus
mixing the arts and their emotions.

POSSIBLE COMMITMENTS
- Dance
- Choreographer
- Workshops (all levels -beginner, youth, professional, disabled people)
- Body and movement expression workshops
- Choreographic assistance and directing (dance, theatre)
- Artistic project coordination
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DANCE AND CHOREOGRAPHY

Until you fall - 2019 Choreographic direction: Giovanni Zazzera Production: KoplaBunz asbl
https://vimeo.com/294048486

Draussen vor der Tür - 2019 Choreographic direction : Giovanni Zazzera Production : KulturLabor Trier

Art. 13 - 2018 Choreographic direction : Giovanni Zazzera Production : « AWA » & « S&P productions»
https://vimeo.com/258974863

Fenrir de riesewollef - 2018 Co-choregrapy : Giovanni Zazzera Production : KoplaBunz asbl
https://vimeo.com/207757596

Flowers grow, even in the sand - 2017 Choreographic Direction : Giovanni Zazzera
https://vimeo.com/218232308

Quand le silence parle - 2016 Choreographic Direction : Giovanni Zazzera & Sergio Mel
https://vimeo.com/168689776

Secrets - 2015 Choreographic Direction : Giovanni Zazzera
https://vimeo.com/152353041

https://vimeo.com/152353041

